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New Year’s Greetings 

On behalf of the members who contributed to this 
January issue of the RBL Brussels Branch Newsletter, 
on behalf of our Branch President, Committee 
Chairman and Committee Members, may I wish you all 
the very best for 2016.  
May we leave all the unpleasantness of 2015 behind us 
and look forward to a healthy, happy and peaceful New 
Year. 

Michael Whitburn 
Newsletter coordinator 

LOOKING BACK AT 2015: 

In 2015 the Newsletter ran a three-part story of the Battle of 
Waterloo to commemorate the 200th Anniversary of this major 
event in European history. Contributions by RBL member François 
Roberti-Lintermans focused on Medical services at the Battle & 
Women at Waterloo. 

There were celebrations to mark the 70th Anniversary of the end of 
the war in Europe on 8th May 1945 and 71st Anniversary of events 
that led to the Liberation of Europe.  The Branch was represented 
at many of these events, including the Commemoration of the 
Battle of the Bulge at Hotton and La Roche, D-Day 
Commemorations and the Anniversary of the Liberation of Brussels. 

The first of what could become a series of self-portraits of and by 
branch members appeared for the first time in the October 
Newsletter under All about me.  

Kennith Schrijvers set the ball rolling with his boyhood memories 
in Ypres a few years after the end of WW1. We continue in this 
issue with Fred Hobbs, who has just received the Légion 
d’Honneur for services rendered in the Liberation of France – 
warmest congratulations, Fred! 

Sadly, 2015 saw the passing of nine of our members: 

Harry More, MBE, one-time Brussels Branch President (13/2/2015) 
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Nicole Pouleau-Hopkins (15/3/2015) 

Mark Thomas, whose untimely death at the age of 53 was a great shock for us all 
(26/3/2015) 

René Lannoy (4/4/2015) 

Joséphine House-Ansiau (12/5/2015) 

Pierre Campion (22/5/2015) 

Edward Hearn (29/8/2015) 

Pierre Martou (notified 19/11/2015) 

Daphne Chotteau, MBE, Life Member RBL (5/12/2015) 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM. 

 

COMMEMORATIONS OCTOBER – DECEMBER 2015 
 
12th OCTOBER 2015 – EDITH CAVELL RECEIVES A ROYAL COMMEMORATION IN BRUSSELS 

by Andrée Ferrant 

Nurse Edith Cavell, the great heroin of WWI who died on 15th October 1915, was celebrated 
at two major events attended by TRH Princess Ann and Princess Astrid of Belgium. 

 

HRH Princess Ann and Burgomaster of Uccle,  
Armand De Decker 

 

TRH Princess Ann and Princess Astrid at the 
Belgian Senate 
 
 
 

In Uccle, a bust of Edith Cavell was 
unveiled in the Parc Montjoie   100 years 
after her death. The bust designed by 
Belgian sculptor Natalie Lambert was 
unveiled by TRH Princess Ann and 
Princess Astrid of Belgium.   

TRH Princess Ann and Princess Astrid also 
attended a commemoration at the Belgian 
Senate – the place where Edith Cavell was 
tried. The ceremony began with words of 
welcome by Andrew Brown and Christine 
Defraigne, President of the Senate, 
followed by speeches by HRH Princess 
Astrid and HRH Princess Ann, the 
description of Edith Cavell's trial, the 
reading of her last letter by one of her 
descendants, and presentations of the 
Cavell Nurses Trust and Nursing Care 
department of the Queen Fabiola 
Children's Hospital.   

Abide with Me – the hymn that was sung by 
Edith Cavell on the eve of her execution - 
was interpreted by the British School of 
Brussels Choir and was followed by two 
minutes of silence and wreath laying.  

The ceremony at the Senate was followed 
by a lovely reception at the British 
residence. 
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24th OCTOBER 2015 - BELGIAN MEMORIAL DAY  

by Jean-Pierre Pede 

The Belgian Memorial Day was organised on 24th October at the initiative of the Belgian 
National Remembrance Committee and under the direction of Lt. Col. J-P Schellekens. 

The names of 3,900 civilians and soldiers - Belgian, British, Canadian, French and Indian 
servicemen - were read out. 

 

H.E. Alison Rose, Brigadier Andrew Fisher and David Fieldsend 
 

H.E. Alison Rose, British Ambassador to Belgium, Brigadier Andrew Fisher, President RBL 
Brussels, and David Fieldsend read out the names of 500 of the 33,000 British soldiers who 
fell during the second year of WWI.  

Margaret Lysak‘s a cappella rendition of the God Save the Queen was followed by the reading 
by Branch member Ron Aston of the names of 300 of the 2,700 Canadian casualties. A 
delegation of the Indian Embassy read out the names of Indian victims. 

J-M Vandewinkel played the pipes between the readings. 

The names of 500 French, 500 German and 1000 Belgian victims were read out, followed by 
the names of 800 Belgian civilian deportees, war prisoners, members of the Resistance, and 
civilian casualties. The National Anthems of the countries represented at the ceremony were 
sung. 

Rev.  Ann Babbs paid tribute to nurse Edith Cavell.  General Major G. Laire, representing 
the King of the Belgians, rekindled the Flame. The Gold Book at the Colonne du Congrès was 
signed by the authorities present and by RBL Membership Secretary Jean-Pierre Pede. 
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8th NOVEMBER 2015 - REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY  

by Kate Wheadon 

It was a lovely day and the service at the Pro-Cathedral of the Holy Trinity was well attended, 
led in a wonderfully uplifting and thoughtful way by the Rev. Canon Paul Vrolijk and Rev. 
Canon John Wilkinson. It was made particularly poignant by the inclusion of representatives 
from the Commonwealth and local Scouts and Guides troupes. This helped keep the service 
alive and relevant to each new generation. 

 

    J-P Blankaert and RBL standard bearer 
          F. Roiseux (right) 

 

2015 ROYAL BRITISH LEGION POPPY APPEAL 

by Ann Morley, Poppy Appeal Coordinator 

The 2015 Poppy Appeal was supported by our ever faithful businesses, offices, shops, pubs, 
churches, associations and clubs in and around Brussels. New locations this year were Cercle 
Royal Gaulois, Waterloo 1815, Hougoumont Farm, Watson‘s Fish and Chip Shop, and the 
Wellington Museum. 

The Brussels Branch remains extremely grateful for the support that it receives from all 
locations during its Annual Poppy Appeal. However, its success would not be possible without 
the help of all the volunteers who so generously give their time to deliver and/or collect the 
poppies and collecting tins.  

 

 
 

The ushers, Nick Fern and Anne 
Freeman, helped the service run 
smoothly and standard bearers Freddy 
Roiseux and Jean-Pierre Blankaert gave 
the event a respectable formality.  

The Bugler Rosi Hingsamer performed 
the Last Post in a way that made us all 
think deeply about why we were there. 
Organist Heather Charlton led the 
hymns, imparting a wonderful 
atmosphere to the service.  

Following the service, we had an 
enjoyable time of social interaction, 
thanks to Johan de Peypere and his team 
in the bar. 

We were deeply grateful to H.E. Alison 
Rose, British Ambassador to Belgium, 
H.E. Mark Higgie, Australian Ambassador 
to Belgium, and his wife Zoe Higgie, 
Brian Smart, Deputy Head, Northern 
Ireland Office, Col. Peter Scammel, US 
Defence Attaché, and Air commodore 
John Maas for the laying of wreaths. 
Finally, we are indebted to the RBL 
Committee for the general organisation of 
the event. 
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118 poppy boxes and collecting tins were distributed by our team of people working hard to 
ensure timely delivery for the Remembrancetide period 22 October to 11 November.   

Our very grateful thanks go to the 1st Waterloo (International) Scouts who provided a group to 
help with the money count. The time spent will go towards the community service elements 
of their Duke of Edinburgh Silver and Gold awards. 

Rhoda Grant of St. Andrews Church and Jackie Farbridge of the Lycée de Waha in Liège also 
receive our thanks for counting. 

The total collected for the 2015 Poppy Appeal is €9,953.07. 

As ever, many thanks to ALL the supporter locations, those who delivered and collected boxes 
and, of course, all those who bought a poppy and wore it with pride. Lest we forget. 
 

POPPY ETIQUETTE 

One of our members, Lisa Wingate, sent us this clipping suggesting that as with most things, 
where poppies are concerned, there‘s a right and there‘s a wrong way: 

 

The leaf should be positioned at 11 o'clock to represent the eleventh hour of the eleventh day 
of the eleventh month, the time that World War One formally ended. He was worried that 
younger generations wouldn't understand this and his generation wouldn't be around for much 
longer to teach them. 

I'm really pleased to have learnt some things today that I didn't know before, although I must 
admit I've spent a rather obsessive afternoon wanting to rearrange quite a few strangers' 
poppies...‖ 

So then, is right right for women or (as Her Majesty will have it) is left right?  
When all is said, and as a spokesman for the Royal British Legion once explained, there is no 
right or wrong way to wear your poppy "other than to wear it with pride". 
 

DIGGING IN 

A hundred years ago this month, in January 1916, all is quiet on the Western Front – or at 
least as quiet as the hundreds of thousands of men trapped in the trenches can reasonably 
hope for.  Fortunately, there is no way they can predict the horror and terror that await 
them – the 700,000 dead, wounded and missing of at the Battle of Verdun (21st February – 
19th December) or the one million casualties at the Battle of the Somme (1st July - 18th 
November). In the meantime, it is mainly a matter of coping as best they can, in this cold 
and wet January 1916, with the terrible conditions of life in the trenches. 
 
 

  

  

   
 

―A lovely military man selling poppies 
stopped me today and asked if he could 
reposition mine - while doing so he told me 
that women should wear their poppy on 
their right side; the red represents the 
blood of all those who gave their lives, the 
black represents the mourning of those 
who didn't have their loved ones return 
home, and the green leaf represents the 
grass and crops growing and future 
prosperity after the war destroyed so 

much. 
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LIFE IN THE TRENCHES  

There were rats feasting on men‘s dead bodies, lice infestations spreading trench fever, 
thick mud causing trench foot, measly food rations, and a constant stench of rotting flesh, 
unshowered men and poison gas. 

And yet, for all this, 88% of British soldiers who went into the trenches would come home 
again. Somehow, the trenches were survivable. 

This comes down to a number of factors. Against the pervading image of the trenches being a 
mass of unprepared warrens, they were actually a rigidly planned system of support 
trenches, reserve trenches, communication trenches, shelters and dressing stations, 
containing primitive toilets, cooking facilities and even proper lighting. 

A rotation system of troops also meant most soldiers would only spend half their time in 
these trenches - around 10% in the trench nearest the firing line - while the rest was spent 
training, and recovering ‗behind the lines‘. 

Naturally, in the front-line trenches soldiers faced the constant threats of shelling, sudden 
enemy attack and ‗morning hate‘ – a routine moment of the day when the sun rose and both 
armies used the first light to fire at enemy lines. 

But when no big ‗push‘ was imminent, and they weren‘t preparing to go ‗over the top‘ into 
No Man‘s Land, the soldiers also faced plodding boredom.  

Rising at 4am for inspection and cleaning weapons, the rest of the day then stretched out 
before them – unable to really move or be seen – to be filled either with mundane chores, 
like repairing the trench, or simply writing letters home, sleeping and trying to keep warm in 
the often freezing mud. 

Night-time brought little relief. Some men would be sent out on darkness-covered 
reconnaissance missions. Others, posted on sentry duty, had to force themselves to stay 
awake for two hours in the pitch black, knowing if they didn‘t, they‘d be shot – often not by 
the enemy, but by the British Army for insubordination. 

Adapted from: http://www.shieldsgazette.com/world-war-one/the-great-war/1917-to-
1918/life-in-the-trenches-1-6711967 
 

FOOD IN THE TRENCHES  

Feeding the two million men who were in the trenches at the height of the First World War 
was never going to be easy and it was a great achievement that in the entire conflict not one 
British soldier actually starved to death. 

Yet the Tommies seldom enjoyed the food that was served up by the military. Most despised 
was Maconochie, named after the company in Aberdeen that made this concoction of barely 
recognisable chunks of fatty meat and vegetables in thin gravy. 

When served hot, as per the instructions on the tin, it was said to be barely edible. Eaten 
cold for days on end in the trenches, where a warm meal was usually no more than a 
fantasy, it was said to be revolting. 

Even so, the food offered by the army was far more nutritious than what many were used to 
at home.  

 
 
 

 
  

   

http://www.shieldsgazette.com/world-war-one/the-great-war/1917-to-1918/life-in-the-trenches-1-6711967
http://www.shieldsgazette.com/world-war-one/the-great-war/1917-to-1918/life-in-the-trenches-1-6711967
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           © IWM (Q 1580) 

It was the stated aim of the British Army that each soldier should consume 4,000 calories a 
day. At the frontline, where conditions were frequently appalling, daily rations comprised 
9oz of tinned meat (known as bully beef during the First World War) or the hated stew of 
sliced turnips, carrots and potatoes in a thin soup, named after the Aberdeen Maconochie 
Company that produced it. One soldier summed up the men‘s attitude towards the stew by 
saying: ‗Warmed in the tin, Machonochie was edible; cold it was a man-killer.‘ 

The soldiers detested the monotony of the food, and cooks were taught to look for nettles, 
sweet docks, wild mushrooms and marigold flowers with which to season dishes.  

In addition to the meat, the men received biscuits (made from salt, flour and water and 
likened by the long-suffering troops to dog biscuits). The notoriously hard biscuits could 
crack teeth if they were not first soaked in tea or water. 

Other rations included cheese, tea, jam, sugar, salt and condensed milk. 

Tea was a vital part of the British soldier's rations. It was a familiar comfort and concealed 
the taste of the water, which was often transported to the frontline in petrol tins. If the 
troops were lucky they got bacon a few times a week, which they'd cook themselves over a 
candle taking care not to create smoke and attract a barrage of German shells. 

All men received the same rations, and the ranks were always fed before the officers, 
although where applicable, the horses always had to eat before either.  

The men were able to supplement army offerings with food sent from friends and family at 
home. Behind from the front line, soldiers also frequently ate at the local ―estaminets, 
where platefuls of eggs and chips could be washed down with ―vin blanc‖ or ―plonk‖.   
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Food science was in its infancy and the lack of variety led to vitamin deficiencies, while 
stomach upsets were common. Because of the shortage of fresh water, the men would often 
drink from the ditches and puddles. 

Yet, faced with such challenging conditions, the soldiers also learned to be ingenious. 

The Gloucestershire Regiment is said to have had a trench cow which ensured a supply of 
fresh milk. It's also claimed that some soldiers who were dug in for months grew vegetables. 

Away from the frontline there was scope for men to improve their diet. They went fishing, 
poached game, scrounged fruit and liberated chickens from the French farms. Officers often 
turned a blind eye, believing the victims had every reason to be grateful for the presence of 
the British Army.  

For officers with access to transport the options away from the front were even more 
tempting, including the fine restaurants of Amiens.  

There can be little doubt that the British troops ate better than their German counterparts, 
particularly when the war finally turned in favour of the Allies. 

Sources: 

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world-war-1/502452/The-Battle-to-feed-Tommy-The-diet-
of-a-WW1-soldier 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/britain-at-war/10066467/Beef-tea-potato-pie-and-duff-
pudding-How-to-eat-like-a-WW1-Tommy.html 

A WW1 Veteran remembers: 

 ―Our rations - you were lucky if you got some bully beef and a biscuit. You couldn't get your 
teeth into it. Sometimes if they shelled the supply lines you didn't get anything for days on 
end. There were five in a machine-gun team, and everything we had was shared amongst us. I 
used to get a parcel from home. My mother knew the grocer pretty well. There was always an 
ounce of tobacco and two packets of twenty cigarettes. That was handed to Number One to 
share out. That ounce of tobacco - Number Three was a pipe-smoker, same as I was - was cut 
in half. He had half and I had half. The cigarettes - thirteen each for the others - and they 
took it in turns to have the odd one. And if you got a pair of socks, and somebody else had a 
pair with holes in, they'd chuck them away and they'd have the new ones.  

Drink was either weak tea or water drunk from old petrol cans. As for food, we had Crosse & 
Blackwell's plum and apple jam and dog biscuits. The biscuits were so hard we used to throw 
them away. One day I looked through the metal aperture that we used to fire through, and 
two dogs were out there fighting over one of our biscuits. They were fighting over which one 
should have it. Their owners had probably been killed by shell fire. They were simply strays. 
They were fighting over a biscuit to keep alive. I thought to myself, "Well, I don't know, 
there's two animals out there fighting for their lives, and here we are, two highly civilised 
nations, and what are we fighting over?" 

Harry Patch, Last Post (2005)  

http://spartacus-educational.com/FWWtrenchfood.htm 

  

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world-war-1/502452/The-Battle-to-feed-Tommy-The-diet-of-a-WW1-soldier
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world-war-1/502452/The-Battle-to-feed-Tommy-The-diet-of-a-WW1-soldier
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/britain-at-war/10066467/Beef-tea-potato-pie-and-duff-pudding-How-to-eat-like-a-WW1-Tommy.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/britain-at-war/10066467/Beef-tea-potato-pie-and-duff-pudding-How-to-eat-like-a-WW1-Tommy.html
http://spartacus-educational.com/JFKpatchH.htm
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_ss_b?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=Last+Post+Max+Arthur&x=16&y=19
http://spartacus-educational.com/FWWtrenchfood.htm
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RATIONING AT HOME 

The outbreak of World War I left the country in short supply of agricultural workers. Adding 
to concerns about British food stocks, the wheat harvest of 1916 was lower than usual and 
the potato crop in Scotland and parts of England failed. Food prices started rapidly 
increasing, making some items unaffordable for many people.   

The situation deteriorated even further when, on 9 January 1917, Germany announced 
unrestricted submarine warfare. This meant that British merchant ships transporting food 
from overseas would be at risk of being sunk, worsening the shortages.  

           
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/ 
 

The government also launched propaganda campaigns to encourage people all over the 
country to start growing their own food. Any convenient plot of land was given over to 
cultivation — even the flowerbeds at Buckingham Palace.  

The feeding of stray dogs was forbidden, while people who kept pet dogs were regarded by 
some as draining valuable food sources.  

The first National Kitchen, an initiative to provide affordable and nutritious meals for the 
poor and war workers, was opened in May 1917. 

Magazines began to publish recipes for economical dishes and food manufacturers such as 
Oxo advised on creating tasty meals using the most basic of ingredients enhanced by their 
product. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/
https://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://news.bbcimg.co.uk/media/images/72333000/jpg/_72333534_25245899_homefrontfood_iwm_artiwmpst4470.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/25235371&h=450&w=300&tbnid=yWOYzEfGtbii0M:&docid=ukgwbt4JwQ2UIM&ei=JIaPVoyqFMaBO4e6juAG&tbm=isch&ved=0ahUKEwiMzN-E-JnKAhXGwA4KHQedA2wQMwggKAAwAA
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http://www.illustratedfirstworldwar.com/timeline/1918-2/rationing-introduced/ 

In February 1918, the threat of perilously severe shortages led to compulsory rationing, 
first in London and the Home Counties before it was extended to the rest of the country. 
Meats, fats and sugars were all rationed and householders allocated a particular grocer or 
butcher to ensure equal distribution.  

The wartime measures taken to guarantee food supply resulted in a nation that remained 
relatively well nourished. In Germany, however, food shortages brought the country close 
to starvation and were a decisive factor in the Allied victory. 

Adapted from  http://www.mylearning.org/wwi-food-shortages-and-rationing/p-4628/ 

WWII FOOD RATIONING IN OCCUPIED BELGIUM 

As in Britain, food rationing in Belgium was very strict. At the beginning of WW2, every 
Belgian citizen was entitled to 225 grams of bread each day, and 250 grams of butter, 1 
kilogram sugar, 1 kilogram meat and 15 kilograms of potatoes each month.  

People soon learnt to make the most of the little they could get. As in Britain, recipe 
books helped struggling housewives stretch the ration book and make meal times more 
interesting. 

 

http://www.illustratedfirstworldwar.com/timeline/1918-2/rationing-introduced/
http://www.mylearning.org/wwi-food-shortages-and-rationing/p-4628/
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Food queue in Brussels during German occupation 

Adding mashed potato to butter, for example, produced an edible spread and helped save it 
on butter.  No food was wasted.  Stale bread went into puddings.  Fruit peels, when added to 
boiling water, produced an acceptable herbal tea. And rancid butter recovered its freshness 
when mixed with baking soda and then washed. 

Adapted and translated from: http://www.etopia.be/ 

 

http://www.etopia.be/
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ALL ABOUT … ME 

by Fred Hobbs 

Frederick Thomas (Fred) Hobbs has been a Brussels branch member since 2012. He will be 
92 next June and has just been awarded the Légion d’Honneur for his part in the 
Liberation of France. In what follows, Fred tells about his stint in the army, starting when 
he volunteered in 1942.  Sadly, Fred has been unwell lately and has had to spend time in 
hospital. We wish him all the best for 2016. 

At 17, unbeknown to my parents, I volunteered for the Army. When I told my mother, she 
said: 'You‘d better tell your father‘. This I did and his eyes filled with tears as he 
remembered the horrors he had faced in WW1 (he was badly wounded in 1917 and taken 
prisoner).  

As a young soldier, in 1942, l first went to the Buffs Regiment, which was specifically for 
young soldiers. After one year the unit was disbanded as conscription was lowered to 18 
and I was sent to the Royal Artillery before going on to Middlesex Regiment. As training 
intensified, we all guessed we were heading for France.  

We landed on Sword Beach on 10th June, the day of my 20th birthday. We were kept in 
reserve in case the landings failed. Luckily all went well.  

 
Royal Marines Commandos move on from Sword Beach, 6th June 1944 

en.wikipedia.org 
 

I always felt sorry for the infantry. We would do our shoot and pick up our gear before the 
Germans could locate us and we would leave the infantry to take the brunt of the German 
artillery. Outside Antwerp we had a week's rest at a village called Berlaar. Antwerp was 
liberated in October and the weather was taking a turn for the worse. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Commandos
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Our next objective was Arnhem to help and assist the bogged down Paratroopers who had 
been held up in heavy combat. It was thought Arnhem was not heavily defended, but there 
were 2 Panzer Divisions in the area. We were backing the infantry, but they and the Paras 
had a hard time, with many casualties, and the Germans took a great many prisoners before 
the weather changed and allowed the air force to assist.  

The German assault in the Ardennes meant we were diverted to help block the gap. It was 
December by then, and the weather was wet one day and freezing the next with snow 
showers. Our truck got stuck in the mud and we were told to wait for a pull out and then 
follow on. This we did, eventually arriving somewhere near our destination late that evening. 
We decided to knock on the door of a house. The lady there offered us coffee and a bed to 
sleep in. In the morning, we were woken by the noise of traffic. We looked out the window to 
see our division going back the way we had come. We were out of bed and on our way in no 
time at all! 

Christmas dinner - of sorts - was served with a tot of rum as there was snow everywhere by 
then. Ten days later we were on our way back to Holland to prepare for the Rhine crossing. 
But it was March before we were on the bank of the Rhine, and we were digging in and 
preparing 200 bombs for each one of the four mortars, ready for a dawn start when the 
command was given.  

On that morning l was in my trench and there was a Piper playing right outside, completely 
ignoring the noise from the battle. I shall never forget that day. After all the bombing and 
shelling they had suffered, the Germans were still firing machine guns at us as we crossed the 
Rhine. Once across, it was to be a steady fight moving across Germany, most of the time not 
knowing the names of villages or towns. Even now, I can‘t tell you the name of the 
concentration camp we went to. It had already been taken over by the British. We could see 
the prisoners through the wire and it was a sight I would never forget.  

After peace was declared, we were sent to Bremerhaven and from there to Harsfelt, where 
the men were all given a medical before going to the Middle or Far East. A friend of mine was 
the CO‘s batman. He told me my name was on the list for the Far East. He himself was due 
for demob, but he said that if I wanted to take over his job as batman he would recommend 
me. I agreed and so it was that I became batman to the CO.  

Col. Parker, the CO, was a real gentleman, always prepared to help. Being his batman 
changed my life completely. 

Harsfelt was a POW transit camp for vetting prisoners in order to release or further detain 
them. Conditions were not ideal. The weather was bad and the prisoners were under canvas. 
Col. Parker called those of us who were living together in a house and asked us if we would 
agree to take in a young German sailor to do the household jobs. The young man had 
deserted his ship on hearing that his home town of Dresden had been flattened and was on his 
way there when he was caught by the Germans and sentenced to death. Luckily for him, the 
British arrived the day before the execution was due to be carried out. He could not be 
released as there was no longer any trace of his family. After some discussion, we agreed he 
could stay with us. 

~  The CO was posted to Munster, Military Government, and I went with him. In Munster I 
shared a flat with Col. Parker‘s driver and had my meals in the officers‘ mess. I later 
became Col. Parker‘s driver. Before I joined the army I had only ever had a push bike and 
there I was driving a staff car.  

 Looking back, I realise how much I learnt being in the army and how much it changed my 
outlook on life and the world. 
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FRIENDS OF THE FALLEN – Sgt. Alfred William Askew 

by Jacqueline Daugnaix Whifield 

On our way back from France in December, my husband and I found a small communal 
cemetery in the village of Morville. The sign of the War Grave commission next to the 
entrance tells you there is a Commonwealth grave in the cemetery. It is the resting place of 
Sgt. Alfred William Askew, an Australian ambulance driver who served in the Royal 
Australian Army Service Corps, in the Divisional Ambulance Workshop and Reinforcements. 

The officers and men of the ASC were the unsung heroes of the British army in the Great 
War. Soldiers cannot fight without food, equipment and ammunition. They cannot move 
without horses or vehicles. It was the job of the ASC to make sure the soldiers were well 
provided. 

 In the Great War, most of the supplies that were needed to support a huge army on many 
different fronts came from Britain. Using horsed and motor vehicles, railways and 
waterways, the ASC performed prodigious feats of logistics and were one of the mainstays of 
a vast organisation that helped win the war. 

At its peak, the ASC numbered incredible 10,547 officers and 315,334 men.  

A.W. Askew was originated from Geelong (Victoria). He enlisted in February 1916, embarked 
from Australia in June and served in the RASC until August 1917. 

On December 25th 1918, Alfred W. Askew died accidently from a skull fracture at the 
Transport section‘s Belgian camp. He had fallen off a ladder following an electric shock 
which he received while hanging up Christmas decorations on the first Christmas Day after 
Armistice. 

Having lived through eighteen months of service during the Great War, for him to die under 
such circumstances, on Christmas day, thousands of miles away from his home and family, 
was a cruel and terrible stroke of fate.  

To lay a Poppy Cross on Sgt Alfred William Askew‘s  grave,  a few weeks before Christmas, 
and almost 100 years after his death, was a really moving experience. 

There is probably a cemetery not far from where you live, where a lonely soldier or airman 
is buried. You will find more information on: http://www.inmemories.com/index.htm 

Crosses and sticks are supplied free of charge for RBL members. Supporters are asked to 
contribute €2.00 per cross. Should you wish to make a donation to the RBL Poppy Appeal, 
please contact Jacqueline Daugnaix (071/63.36.86 or 0478.66.23.44) or on 

jachrida49@gmail.com. 

DONATION FROM DUCHESS OF RICHMOND'S BALL AND BBCA 

by Colin Puplett 

Over the last few years the Brussels Branch has been one of the beneficiaries of the 
proceeds of the Duchess of Richmond's Ball and the generosity of the British Brussels 
Community Association. The last Duchess of Richmond's ball was held in June 2015, the bi-
centenary year of the original Ball and the Battle of Waterloo, under the patronage of the 
British Embassy. It was an exceptional event and the RBL Brussels Branch received a 
staggering donation of €14,000. 

 

http://www.inmemories.com/index.htm
mailto:jachrida49@gmail.com
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The Branch committee wishes to thank all those who participated in the organization of the 
Ball as well as the members of the BBCA for their unrelenting efforts. The official 
presentation of the "cheques" to five charities was carried out by the British Ambassador, 
H.E. Alison Rose, at the British Chamber of Commerce New Year Cocktail held at The Amigo 
Hotel in Brussels on 18th January. 
 

XMAS LUNCH AND FIRST LUNCH OF THE NEW YEAR  

2015 ended in festive mood for the RBL Brussels Branch with, on 14th December, the 
traditional Xmas lunch at Le St Hubert (the new venue since the closing of Les Brasseries 
Rustiques).  The well-attended lunch was as always a good opportunity to enjoy a few hours 
in the company of friends. 

 

Musician and singer David Cage, son of Rosemary Pallett, treated us to a very personal and 
moving interpretation of We’ll meet again – the song composed in 1939 and made famous by 
singer Vera Lynn. Well done, David. Any time. 

There was a good turnout for the first lunch of the year. Colin Puplett, Welfare Chairman, 
gave a much-appreciated speech and invited us to ponder this new version of Robert 
Laurence Binyon‘s celebrated poem: 

Let us think positively 

And smile at our misfortunes 

Let us think that age shall not weary us 

Nor the years condemn 

At the going down of the sun 

And in the morning 

We shall take exercise 

And help all those in need 
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Happy birthday wishes to the 27 branch members who have recently celebrated or are about 

to celebrate their birthdays: Jacques Blavier, Michel Bourland, David Boyd, Wilfred Burie, 

Garry Cartwright, Jack Christy, Sheila Lyle Cuthbertson, Luc  Dewolf, Brigitte d'Hulster-

Ceulemans,  Paul  Grayson, André Hespel, Rainer Hiltermann, Ivy Lilian Hobbs, Lawrence 

Anthony, Kelly Terry Ann Kemp,  Andrew Lysak, Yves Moerman,  Anthony  More, Paul-Henri 

Philips, Colin Puplett, Michael Serra 

Our very special congratulations to François-Marie Jacobs, Peter Pallett, François Roberti-

Lintermans and  Léon Rubin, who have just celebrated or are about to celebrate their 90+. 

Brenda (Doris) Knight is about to celebrate her 99th birthday. Hugs and warmest 

congratulations.  

Victor Rasquin celebrated his 102nd birthday last November. He was born in Namur one year 

before the outbreak of WWI. During WWII, he spent two years in captivity in Germany. He was 

President of the FNAPG (ex-POW) until 2015. Super special congratulations, Victor. 

With thanks for their contributions to this January issue to Ann, Andrée, Colin, Fred, 
Jacqueline, Jean-Pierre, Kate  and – need we say - Filomena. 

 
Newsletter contributions gratefully received - email the Coordinator  Michael Whitburn at mwhitbur@vub.ac.be 

 

 

A reminder that lunches are organized all the year round, on the 2nd Monday of every 
month, from 12.00, at Le St Hubert (new venue), Place des Chasseurs Ardennais, 1030 
Brussels. All branch members are more than welcome. 

CALENDAR OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS 2016 

RBL  Lunches   8th Feb, 14th March, 11th April, 9th May, 13th June 

Sat 9th April 11:00  Inauguration of a Memorial at Jalhay to commemorate the crash of  
                          a Lancaster on 31/3/1944 – 15:00  Inauguration of a plaque at  
                          Berinzenne to commemorate the crash of a Lancaster on 23/4/1944 

Sun 8th  May  Hotton and La Roche Highland Memorial Commemorations of the Battle of  
                          the Bulge 

Wed 25th  May  Tribute at the Rebecq Memorial to commemorate the crash of a Lancaster 
                          on 28/5/1944 

Sat 25th June  British and Commonwealth Memorial Day at the Brussels cemetery at Evere 

Many thanks for paying your MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR 2016. 

Whether you have paid directly to London or via the branch account in Belgium your new 

membership card will be sent to you directly by London.  

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: 

Thirteen members have still not paid their membership fees to the RBL Brussels Branch.  Fees 

still due (€22.00) should be paid as soon as possible and at the latest by the end of 

February 2016 into Royal British Brussels Branch account BE89 2100 1555 2485 to  RBL 

Hon. Treasurer, Avenue de Tervuren 262/b6, 1150 B - Communication: Membership 2016 + 

first and second name. If you have recently moved, changed your e-mail address or your 

phone number, please mail J-P Pede at membership@britishlegion.be 

 

mailto:membership@britishlegion.be

